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KNOWLEDGE
of the bottom line at your fingertips

Knowledge of the bottom line is perhaps the most important piece 

of information any business needs in order to function efficiently.  An 

accurate picture of precisely what a particular project is costing ensures 

improved profitability.  Furthermore, the ability to view and analyse all 

operational costs helps to improve productivity and procurement.

Triumph’s latest generation Job Costing module ensures you have all 

this critical information at your fingertips. Its comprehensive costing, 

quoting and management reporting makes it an invaluable tool for all 

businesses, large and small, across all industries.

Flexibility has been built into every aspect of Triumph’s Job Costing 

module.  For example, a business producing unique items can assess 

the exact costs of the manufacturing process, including employee time 

and component costs.  In large, multi-departmental organisations, Job 

Costing can provide internal cost analysis of departments, divisions and 

task groups.  Job Costing is also a powerful tool to create quotes, supplier 

requests for quotes, job worksheets and customer invoices.

Triumph’s Job Costing module - the easiest way to know exactly what your 

bottom line is.

TRIUMPH BUSINESS SYSTEMS

So much more than just a system to optimise 

your Job Costing and Quoting, Triumph is 

a powerful, awarding winning Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) package.

Specifically developed and designed for 

Australian businesses, Triumph is a fully 

integrated package of 30 plus modules that 

seamlessly link together to manage all the 

information and business processes across 

your organisation.

And as your business develops and grows, 

Triumph offers an unparalleled ability to 

easily add on modules and users, making it 

the most capable entry level ERP package on 

the market today. 

Triumph – incredibly powerful and incredible 

value for money.

Helping your business grow
www.triumph.com.au
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At Hycon Hydraulic Systems we specialise in the 
supply and repair of hydraulic components . To 
continue our companies’ success we needed 
accurate cost information at our fingertips. Triumph’s 
Job Costing and Quoting met this need. Triumph 
enabled us to control costs and record them against 
jobs and service functions within our operation. We 
found Triumph’s costing module an invaluable tool 
to estimate, charge-out and bill time and material 
costs raised by a particular job or client. Triumph was 
successful at providing us with an easy way to know 

exactly what our bottom line was.

Pieter Hondema General Manager

The Triumph Edge

• Record and analyse labour, subcontractors, materials, purchases 
and overhead expenses

• Produce a wide range of reports, e.g. Costing Comparison Reports, 
Work-in-Progress Reports, Invoice Worksheet Reports

• Report on the productivity of employees with the Employee 
Utilisation Report

• Create new jobs or quotes from templates, other quotes or  
existing jobs

• Create internal jobs

• Requisition individual items or all components onto a job

• Put finished items back into stock at an exact cost

• Break jobs down into discrete cost centres areas

• Flexibility to rename job and cost centre labels to suit client,  
e.g. Project and Phase

• Create budgets for jobs, cost centres, employees and overheads

• Break labour component into activity types

• Use the labour times to generate payroll

• Each job and cost centre can have a different mark-up structure

• Record Work-In-Progress (WIP) at either actual cost or charge rate

• Report profit and loss on jobs and outstanding WIP

• Automatically raise purchase orders from pre-quoted jobs

• Enquire on summary figures for a job/cost centre or drill down to 
transactions

• Drill down to purchase order commitments

• Flexible customer invoicing based on selected outstanding job 
transactions, or as quoted 

• Tick off what’s to be invoiced,  or invoice the job in full

• Record foreign currency hedge rates by job

• Store multiple contacts, documents and addresses against the job

• Seemless integration with Triumph’s other ERP modules

Supplied and supported throughout Australia by 
Triumph’s professional consulting network.

FREE TRIAL for 45 days
To find out more, visit 

www.triumph.com.au 
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